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An outdoor security system needs to make use of the most cutting-edge features in order to
safeguard a site or facility. A mobile video security system carries out this task in the most efficient
manner. This concept is relatively new in the market, but is catching up soon because of its high
reliability. Essentially, this system can be installed in less than 10 minutes.

This particular system allows you to turn any regular light tower into an all terrain surveillance
system. According to studies carried out by a company that has pioneered this concept, a user can
save up to 80% on the initial set-up, and the subsequent monitoring and control costs. It is the best
tool for ensuring round the clock construction site security. Apart from just construction sites, it can
be used at other places such as chemical plants, government facilities, military establishments,
convention centers, warehouses, mining sites and even search and rescue operations.

Letâ€™s discuss some of the important attributes of this very innovative mobile video security system:

â€¢	It can be fitted onto a regular light tower within a matter of minutes, and itâ€™s ready to use.

â€¢	A choice of cameras, encoders and communication devices are available with this particular
system. Advanced features such as a weather and traffic counter can also be added if you need in-
depth data.

â€¢	The security system is often available with site management software, which makes it easy for the
user to monitor and control everything from a remote location. Indeed, this feature is one-of-its-kind
in mobile video surveillance.

â€¢	What makes this system so versatile is the fact that you can switch over the security camera from
one light tower to another.

â€¢	For monitoring a site or facility in low light conditions, you could also choose to install night vision
cameras. And, there is an option to integrate solar powered video surveillance units that use a
natural power source.

â€¢	Both indoor and outdoor security can be achieved with the help of these surveillance systems. The
entire unit has been manufactured to withstand rain, sun, snow, and dust.

â€¢	By investing a little more, you can even integrate an audio system with the mobile video
surveillance system. This will enable you to get access to video and audio feed either live or
recoded.

Any enterprise that wants to enhance their construction site security should certainly invest in this
monitoring and control system. Though you might already have security personnel on your site or
facility, this mobile video security system is less prone to errors and can work all through the day
and night without taking a single break. Hence, your initial investment is bound to pay-off in the long
run.
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